MUSIC, DANCE AND SPIC MACAY SOCIETY
(UNDER CACS)
PRESENTS

DHUN
The Instrumental Challenge
Prizes worth Rs. 9k
Keep your Strings tuned and drums read. Unleash your instrumental
passions!
'If music be the food of love, play on...!' This instrumental music competition encourages the
contestants to exhibit their musical abilities and regale a captive audience. Calling all
Beethoven and Mozart to create some new music that brings not just some amazing tunes, but
also move the audience.

Venue:
Date: 2 Feb, 2018
Timing: 2 pm – 5 pm
Team Composition: 1 member
Teams per college: 3
Registration: Mail your Name and College to musicanddancesociety@gmail.com with the
subject <College Name><Event Name> Blitzschlag 18 Video Submission.




Videos to be sent on the mentioned email-id in compressed form.
No links (including YouTube) will be entertained!
People not able to submit the video by the date can contact below
mentioned.

Categories : Percussion and Non-Percussion Instruments.
Requisites: College ID, Own Instrument

 Rules (Round 1)
i.

Participants are allowed to use only ONE instrument to play anything of their
choice.

ii. Electric instruments are not allowed to except keyboard in piano tone.
iii. Total performance including setup time is 6 minutes.
iv. Negative marking will be done on each exceeding time.
v. Participants have to bring their own instruments.
vi. Winner of each instrumental category will be announced.

 Rules (Round 2)
vii. This will be category wise face-off of winners of Round 1 leading to two winners of

each category (Percussion and Non-Percussion).
viii. A single melody will be played by every contender for both the categories with the

freedom to improvise it their way.

ix. Time of performance depends on the choosing melody track.
x. In case there is only 1 participant for an instrument, judges will decide if that

instrumentalist qualifies for Round 2 or not.

